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The Rear Cooler
■ Construction
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Figure A : Trunk

Figure B : Overhead Dual Air-Conditioner

T

he rear cooler unit consists of a rear evaporator, a blower motor and fan, and an expansion
valve. Figure A shows an example of a unit located in the trunk while Figure B shows an
example of a location in an overhead dual air-conditioning unit.

■ Refrigeration cycle of air-conditioner with rear cooler
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The refrigeration cycle of an air-conditioner
EP: Expansion Valve
with rear cooler consists of front and rear
evaporators and two expansion valves.
The refrigerant is circulated by one
compressor. Solenoid valves are installed
to control these two circuits and onoff control is implemented by a control
switch and air-conditioner amplifier.
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■ Rear cooler control
The solenoid valves that control the two
refrigeration cycles are mounted between the
receiver and expansion valves. Switching the
solenoid valves on and off opens and shuts the
refrigeration cycles. When the coil current is
switched on and off, the plunger moves up and
down, which opens and closes the valves.
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Depending on the vehicle model, front and rear
coolers work as follows:

① Models where rear cooler can be operated
separately

The front and rear air-conditioning coolers can be
operated separately.

② Models where rear cooler cannot be operated
separately
The rear cooler can only be turned on and off
when the front air-conditioner is working.
(Currently the most common type)
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Hot / Cold Beverage Holder
The hot/cold beverage holder can be used to cool or warm canned drinks inside the vehicle. It is mounted near the
console box. Some hot/cold beverage holders come with an ice-maker function.
The hot/cold beverage holder can fit two ice trays and approximately 8 cans.
To enable refrigeration and ice-making, some of the refrigerant in the air-conditioning refrigeration cycle is directed to
the hot/cold beverage holders and an electric heating element is used as the heat source for heating.
Here we will explain a hot/cold beverage holder with ice-maker.

■■ Structure
The hot/cold beverage holder with ice-maker consists of an evaporator for refrigeration and ice-making, an expansion
valve, dedicated amplifier, PTC honeycomb heater for heating (electric heating element), and blower.
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■■ Refrigeration cycle in air-conditioner with a hot/cold beverage holder
Just as with the refrigeration cycle in an air-conditioner
with rear cooler, the refrigeration cycle in an air-conditioner
with a hot/cold beverage holder includes solenoid valves
for controlling the two refrigeration cycles. It also has a
non-return valve in the refrigeration cycle for the hot/cold
beverage holder. An “intermittent refrigerant flow control
system” is also used for ice-making and refrigeration.
This system temporarily interrupts the air-conditioning
refrigeration cycle allowing the refrigerant to flow only to
the hot/cold beverage holder cycle. It is also known as the
“Freezing by Intermittent Running” system. This is a system
that, combined with a constant pressure expansion valve,
creates extremely low temperatures for ice-making.
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■■ Creating very low temperatures
For making ice, the temperature inside the hot/cold
beverage holder must be kept very low. To create
very low temperatures, the working pressure of the
expansion valve* for the hot/cold beverage holder must
be set to a low 0.04 MPa (0.4 kgf/cm2G).
By keeping a vapor pressure of 0.04 MPa (0.4 kgf/cm2G)
in view of the refrigerant characteristics, the vaporizing
temperatures can be kept at approximately -4°F, thus
creating very low temperatures.
The evaporator and expansion valve for the hot/
cold beverage holder are connected in parallel to the
air-conditioning refrigeration cycle via solenoid valve
B and check valve. The pressure on the low pressure
side of the air-conditioner is approximately 0.2 MPa (2
kgf/cm2G), higher than that of the refrigeration cycle
for the hot/cold beverage holder. Left as such, very
low temperatures could not be created. Therefore,
the air-conditioning refrigeration cycle is interrupted
temporarily by the air-conditioning solenoid valve
A, the pressure on the low pressure side dropped
and controlled so that the refrigerant will flow to the
refrigeration cycle for the hot/cold beverage holder.
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*This is a constant pressure expansion valve. The structure ensures
that the refrigerant will not flow if the evaporator pressure (low
pressure side) falls below the set value (0.04 MPa).

■■ Solenoid valves and expansion valve for hot/cold beverage holder
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③ When the air-conditioning solenoid valve A is off,
the refrigerant does not flow to the 			
air-conditioning evaporator and so the low 		
pressure drops. This makes the refrigerant flow to
the evaporator for the hot/cold beverage holder.
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② When the air-conditioning solenoid valve A is 		
on, the refrigerant flows to the air-conditioning 		
evaporator and not to the evaporator for the 		
hot/cold beverage holder.
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hot/cold beverage holder switch is turned on
(ICE), the hot/cold beverage holder solenoid
valve B is turned on. At the same time, the hot/
cold beverage holder amplifier starts the on-off
operation of air-conditioning solenoid valve A
through the air-conditioning amplifier.

Open

④ When the air-conditioning solenoid valve A is on
Open

Closed

Closed
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and the low pressure rises, the expansion valve for
the hot/cold beverage holder closes and the Check
valve ensures that the refrigeration pressure inside
the evaporator for the hot/cold beverage holder
is kept lower than that of the air-conditioner.
This stops the temperature inside the hot/cold
beverage holder from rising. Thus, by intermittently
interrupting the air-conditioning refrigeration
cycle, the refrigerant vapor pressure (temperature)
inside the evaporator for the hot/cold beverage
holder is kept low and a temperature required for
ice-making is obtained.
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■■ Working of the refrigeration cycle when the hot/cold beverage holder is working
The intermittent refrigerant flow control system (FIR) operates when the hot/cold beverage holder is working. This
system temporarily interrupts the air-conditioning refrigeration cycle and intermittently allows flow of the refrigerant to
the refrigeration cycle for the hot/cold beverage holder. Its operation is explained here.
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When the control switch is turned to ICE, an on or off signal is sent to the air-conditioner
amplifier from the hot/cold beverage holder amplifier timer circuit. (Figure A below)
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While the air-conditioning solenoid valve A is open (ON), the refrigerant flows to the airconditioning cycle. When it is closed (OFF), the refrigerant flows to the refrigeration cycle
for the hot/cold beverage holder. Opening and closing of the expansion valve for the hot/
cold beverage holder and the air-conditioning solenoid valve A ensures that the pressure
on the low pressure side fluctuates between 0.04 MPa (0.4 kgf/cm2G) and 0.2 MPa (2kgf/
cm2G). (Figure C below)
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If the air-conditioning solenoid valve A is on and the low pressure rises, the expansion valve
for the hot/cold beverage holder closes and the refrigeration pressure in the evaporator
for the hot/cold beverage holder is kept lower than the air-conditioner by the Check valve.
This inhibits any rise in the temperature within the hot/cold beverage holder.
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Changing the length of the on and off of the hot/cold beverage holder amplifier output
signals enables switching between ”COOL” and “ICE.” In other words, the length of the
off signal is increased for cooling to lessen the cooling capacity.

In synchronization with these signals, the air-conditioning solenoid valve A is repeatedly
turned on and off by the air-conditioning amplifier. (Figure B below)
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Note: Cycle when on "COOL".
ON: 10 seconds
OFF: 120 seconds

Between about 0.2 and 0.3
MPa, just as in an ordinary
air-conditioner

Pressure On Low
Pressure Side
(MPa)
0.04
0
Hot/Cold
Beverage Holder
Expansion Valve

About 0.04 MPa or below
when working as a refrigerator
Open

Closed

Open

Closed

Note: "Opens" when the pressure
on the low pressure side drops
below 0.04 MPa.

Automatic Air-Conditioners
■■ Operation
Automatic air-conditioners operate as follows:
When the passenger sets the interior temperature to the desired temperature, the system automatically detects changes
in the interior and exterior temperature as well as the influence of sunlight to make automatic corrections and maintain
the interior at a set temperature at all times. This achieves automatic control of the interior temperature at the ideal
conditions throughout the year.
The functions of the automatic air-conditioning system include:
(1) Temperature control
(2) Air volume control
(3) Control of the air outlet.
A system with all these functions is known as a Fully Automatic Air-Conditioning System.
If a system has either function (2) or (3), or if both functions are manually controlled, it is known as a Semi-Automatic
Air-Conditioning System.
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■■ Automatic air-conditioner - overview
With a Manual Air-Conditioning System, if the temperature of the interior goes above or below the desired temperature,
the driver (passenger) must carry out fine adjustments of temperature and air volume, or select (change) the air outlet.
With an Automatic Air-Conditioning System, if the passenger sets the interior temperature to the desired temperature,
changes in the interior and ambient temperature or the effects of sunlight are detected with various sensors located
inside and outside the passenger compartment. A control device (ECU) computes the ideal control state to make
automatic adjustments and thus maintains the interior temperature at the set temperature. In other words, an Automatic
Air-Conditioning System takes over manual control of the conditions from the passenger.

The figure above shows the control system of an Automatic Air-Conditioning System.
When the temperature setting switch on the control panel is set to the desired temperature, the ECU of the automatic
air-conditioner uses information detected from various sensors (interior temperature, sunlight, ambient temperature,
engine coolant temperature, temperature of intake air, etc.) to compute the ideal control position for the air mix control
damper, blower motor, air flow control dampers, etc., thus automatically adjusting to the set temperature. The figures
below show examples of the attachment positions of the sensors which are the information sources for control of the
Automatic Air-Conditioning System.

Interior sensors
Solar sensor

Ambient temperature sensor

Room temperature sensor

R

Temperature
setting switch
Water temperature sensor sensor unit section
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■■ Automatic air-conditioner - basic concept

Evaporator

The Automatic Air-Conditioner ECU uses
the following as basic information to carry
Air inlet control
damper
（DEF）
Exhaust hole
out computations (drive signals) and
Air mix control damper
switching damper
Heater core
operate the actuators: switch operation
signal from the control panel (temperature
M
setting), temperature sensor signals inside
M
M
and outside the passenger compartment
（FACE）
(room temperature sensor, ambient
temperature sensor, water temperature
Blower
motor
sensor), input signals from the solar sensor
Evaporator
（FOOT）
temperature
detecting the amount of sunlight, and the
Potentiometer
sensor
evaporator temperature sensor detecting
the compressor operational state. The
Room temperature
Computation
sensor
actuators send position detection signals
・Required blowing
Ambient temperature
(feedback signals) to the automatic
sensor
temperature (TAO)
Water temperature sensor
air-conditioner ECU by means of the
・Air volume
・Damper aperture
potentiometer. The position detection
Solar sensor
Temperature setting lever
(desired temperature)
signals are compared and verified with the
Computer
drive signals computed in the automatic
air-conditioner ECU. These become
feedback signals to confirm whether the servo motors are operating normally or not. In this way, the Automatic AirConditioner ECU uses the input signals to automatically compute the outlet air temperature, air volume and air outlet
in order to maintain the interior temperature at the set temperature and also check that the actuators are operating
normally to achieve automatic control.

Automatic Air-Conditioner ECU
Temperature setting switch
(desired temperature)
AUTO Switch
(automatic control mode)

(resistance change)

Feedback signals

Ambient temperature sensor

Operations, Verification

Room temperature sensor
(resistance change)

Servo motor
(potentiometer)
for air mix control damper

Air mix control damper
(temperature adjustment)

Servo motor
(potentiometer)
for air flow control damper

Air flow control damper
(Air outlet control)

Servo motor
(potentiometer) for
Air inlet control damper

Air inlet control damper

Power transistor
(operational voltage)

Blower fan motor
(air volume control)

Water temperature sensor
(resistance change)

Solar sensor
(change in electric current)
Compressor relay

Compressor

Evaporator temperature sensor

(resistance change)
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■■ Automatic air-conditioner - servo motors & dampers
With an Automatic AirConditioner, the servo motors
take the place of the driver
or passenger in carrying
out temperature control
as well as switching the air
outlet and inlet. The servo
motors are classified into
three groups according to
position and function. (The
attachment positions in the
figure at right are those for a
specific vehicle and are used
for demonstration purposes
only.)

Name of Servo Motor
Air mix damper
servo motor

Attachment Position

Function
Temperature adjustment

Control Damper

Motor unit

Air mix control
dampers A, B

Air flow control damper
servo motor

Switching of air outlets

Motor unit

Vent damper
Center vent damper
Max cool damper
Heater damper
Defroster damper

Air inlet control damper
servo motor

Switching of air inlet

Blower unit

Air inlet control damper

Air flow control
damper servo motor

Motor radiator
(Heater unit)

Air inlet control
damper servo motor

Air mix control
damper servo motor
Evaporator
Blower motor
control

Blower motor

＜Damper position＞
Evaporator
Air inlet control
damper servo motor

Air mix control damper B
Heater unit
Defroster damper

Vent damper
Blower motor

Air mix control damper A
Max cool damper
Heater damper
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Heater vent damper

The Concept of Automatic Air-Conditioning Control
■■ Temperature control & air outlet control
Two Of The Basic Functions Of Automatic Car Air-Conditioning Systems
A computer calculates the ideal outlet air temperature to obtain the temperature desired by the passengers (set
temperature) by detecting environmental conditions such as the present room temperature, ambient air temperature
and solar radiation. This computed value is known as TAO (Temperature Air Output). Here is the basis for temperature
control on current DENSO automatic air-conditioning systems. The TAO value is obtained with the following formula:

TAO = E ×（ TSET ＋ ∆ T ）− F × TR − G × TAM − H × TS ＋ C
TSET：Set temperature
TAM：Ambient air temperature
∆ T、S：Compensation constant

TR ：Room temperature
TS：Solar radiation
E 〜H：Coefficients

This is used to control the following factors:
How much air should be produced now (outlet air temperature control)?
From which outlet should the air be discharged (air outlet control)?
What amount of air should be produced (air volume control)?

Computer

Note: TAO (Temperature Air Output) is the value resulting from computing the best air temperature for the
present conditions according to the desired temperature, ambient air temperature, interior temperature and
solar radiation.

Controlling the Outlet Air Temperature
Outlet air temperature control involves opening and closing the air mix damper with the servo motor to produce
air having the same temperature as the TAO (Temperature Air Output). However, the outlet air can be cooled to the
evaporator temperature (about 37° F) and heated to the heater core temperature (about 122-140° F). For this reason, in
the case of a TAO value that exceeds this range, it is compensated by increasing the air volume.
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enerally the air-conditioner is started because the room
temperature is considerably higher than the temperature
that is desired by the passenger. In order to close that
temperature gap quickly, the computer calculates the TAO
and controls the temperature of the air that is discharged by
the system.
When the air-conditioning is started in the very hot conditions
of midsummer, for example, the system is controlled in such
a way that the TAO goes to an extreme minus value (-328°
F) and the air mix damper moves to the fully closed (heater
core fully closed) position. As the room temperature gradually
declines and approaches the desired temperature, the TAO
also approaches the desired temperature. The computer
controls the air mix damper opening angle together with
changes in the TAO in order to maintain the desired room
temperature.

Correction according to evaporator temperature
sensor and water temperature sensor.

■■ Air mix damper control
Air mix damper

The TAO (Temperature Air Output) is computed
according to information from individual sensors
in relation to the set temperature on the control
panel. Corrections are added to the TAO according
to the evaporator temperature sensor (compressor
operational state) and water temperature sensor
(engine coolant temperature) to compute the
target angle of the air mix damper.

Warm air
100%

0
Cool air
High

Low
Required outlet air temperature
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A

computer outputs the target angle signal of the
air mix damper to the air mix damper servo motor,
thus causing it to move to the target position. The servo
motor uses the potentiometer to detect the actual
damper angle and feed this information back to the
computer. The computer carries out automatic control
to insure that the target damper angle and the actual
angle are aligned with each other.

Auto air-conditioning ECU
Evaporator
temperature
sensor

Air mix damper
target angle

Air mix
damper
servo motor

Actual
damper
angle

Potentiometer

Water
temperature
sensor
TAO

■■ Servo motor structure
Servo motor

Evaporator
Heater core
The servo motor consists of a motor section generating
the power to drive the damper (for various switch
movements), and a mechanical section (drive section)
as well as an electric circuit section (position detection
0％
section) controlling the stop position. In terms of
Air intake
structure, the plastic case incorporates the drive
port
section (motor, gears) and the cover incorporates the
position detection section (printed circuit board). The
mechanical output is transmitted by means of the
100％
Air mix damper
rotational motion of the crankshaft arm.

Air outlet

Deceleration section
Output axle

Brush

Position
detection
Motor section

Motor

External appearance

Internal structure

Composition

■■ Operation of servo motor

Temperature setting panel
Temp-setting lever

As an example of the control circuit of the servo
motor, the following describes the control of the
air mix damper.
(1) Operation of the temperature setting
lever causes a resistance value (actually
voltage change) to be input to the
computer that corresponds to the desired
temperature.
(2) The computer computes the TAO
(Temperature Air Output) based on the
signals from the sensors and the desired
temperature. The computation results are
used to obtain the required damper aperture
(target aperture) and send a current from
the motor drive circuit to the servo motor.

Room temperature sensor
Ambient air temperature sensor

77

H

5V
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Computation
circuit

Evapo sensor
Solar radiation sensor

C

Continuous
Motor
driving
circuit
Computer

12V

Moving contact

Motor
M

Servo motor
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(3)

The servo motor carries out normal rotation (or reverse rotation) to move the damper. Moving in linked motion with
the moving contact of the servo motor, the potentiometer operates simultaneously. The damper angle is fed back
to the computer in terms of changes in the resistance value (actually voltage change). The computer compares the
damper angle at that time with the target angle while providing indications on corrections.

Air Outlet Control
■ Manual control
The switch signal is input to the computer through
operation of the air flow control switch on the control
panel. This activates the servo motor and thus operates
the air flow control damper.
DEF

FACE

FOOT
DEF

Air flow control
damper

Air mix damper

Evaporator

FACE

FOOT

Air flow control
servo motor
(damper changing)

M

M
Air flow
control switch

Room temperature sensor
Ambient temperature sensor
Water temperature sensor

Computation
・TAO (Temperature Air Output)
・Air outlet damper switching

Solar sensor

Auto-switch

Temperature setting lever
(desired temperature)

Computer

■ Fully automatic control
Pressing the auto-switch on the control panel causes the air outlet to
automatically change between FACE, BI-LEVEL and FOOT according
to the outlet air temperature which is automatically controlled.
If the outlet air temperature is low, the air is discharged from FACE;
if the temperature is medium the air is discharged from BI-LEVEL;
if the temperature is high, the air is discharged from FOOT.

FOOT
BI-LEVEL
FACE

Low
（Cool air）
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